LEARN ABOUT THE PIPELINE NEAR OUR SCHOOL
MEETING WILL TAKE PLACE:

Pipelines comprise an unseen and unheard energy product network spanning our neighborhood. Though recognized by the National
Transportation Safety Board as being the safest way to carry energy products such as crude oil, refined products and hazardous liquids, the
rare pipeline accident does occur.
Improper or unauthorized digging near a pipeline is the most common cause of serious problems. Damaged pipelines, often containing colorless or odorless
products, may release chemicals into the ground or air, causing harm to people and the environment.
Our school is located very near a pipeline. Attend our upcoming meeting to learn more about what the pipeline operator does to prevent and mitigate any
pipeline incidents and what YOU can do to help prevent pipeline incidents outside of their control. We’ll learn how to Find, Act and Protect pipelines. You’ll
also have the opportunity to ask the pipeline operator and our leadership questions.

Benefitting Our School
By participating in this year’s Energy for Education program, our school is benefitted in many ways. Most importantly, our students, parents and faculty
will become safer as they learn about potential hazards of living and working near pipelines, as well as the precautions we can undertake to minimize the
likelihood of a pipeline incident. Beyond this imperative safety information, our school’s parent-teacher group has the opportunity to earn money for our
school in an easy way. This year, our parent –teacher group will earn $5 for every entry obtained on behalf of our school – up to a guaranteed $300!

At any time, visit www.energyforeducation.com and click the “Start Earning” button located in the middle of
the web page. Find our school and fill out a simple form attesting you’ve read pipeline safety information.
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